
Complete Currency Trader, a currency trading program that bills itself as a ‘no risk, guaranteed 
solution’ and has got the trading world abuzz with interest has caught the attention of http://
CompleteCurrencyTraderReview101.com [http://CompleteCurrencyTraderReview101.com ’s Stan 
Martin, prompting an investigative review.

“An extremely limited offer, Compete Currency Trader is a program that is all about the practical side 
of trading. It takes everything you've ever learned, and shows you how to best put this into practice. 
It gives traders a huge advantage because they understand how the market works on a 
fundamental level,” reports Stevenson. “All the modules in this program provide you with the 
answers to pretty much every question you've ever wanted to ask about trading Forex.  This 
includes why and how to trade, microstructures, volatility, probabilities, outcome maximization, risk 
management, technical analysis and much, much more.”

The Complete Currency Trader review shows it includes a comprehensive Forex education and 
training system, live action videos with a superb Q&A session on each one, market analysis 
software, professional private fund speculative trading system, automated trading tools that include 
multiple Forex indicators which increase the likelihood of making substantial profits than with 
programs that only use one or two different indicators. The training system is provided in a 6 
module, progressive development course that is not only easy to follow but also provides some of 
the most in-depth information regarding the fundamental approach to successful trading.

“Delivered by mail to your door, Complete Currency Trader includes no cheap downloads that aren't 
worth the time it takes to watch them. When done correctly, trading Forex really does offer the best 
opportunity for sustained profits and prosperity and this program shows you how to tap into this 
lucrative method of trading,” says Stevenson. “It is one of the most transparent and easy to follow 
methods of trading that we've come across. No matter what your experience in trading Forex, you 
can easily follow this clever and pretty unique method of trading. This program goes deep into how 
trading Forex works; it not only shows you how to trade, but describes exactly why you need to take 
the actions that you do."

“[Complete Currency Trader is a program that really does provide what the clever marketing 
promises, that’s for sure. There’s no denying that James Edward certainly has a trading track record 
that most of us would kill for. He really provide a means whereby the average guy (or gal) on the 
street can duplicate this. What this currency trading program offers is a truly professional learning 
tool that shows you how the big boys trade, and why they’re so successful in what they do. The 
sales presentation is only available for a very short time. The program will fit in with your lifestyle 
and change it for the better with the profits it will bring you!”

[Those wishing to purchase Complete Currency Trader, or for more information, go here: http://
completecurrencytraderreview101.com/go/CCT/ 

To access a comprehensive Complete Currency Trader review, visit http://
completecurrencytraderreview101.com/complete-currency-trader-review


